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Map of Efforts
The topography of imbalances in the body as they appear in the feet 

Mapping the feet is the starting point of any Footwork 
session. The aim of making such a map is to be able to 
quickly perceive patterns of imbalance in the body and 
choose where and how to touch the feet in order to teach 
the body how to break free of these patterns.

map 
of effots
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map of efforts

Motile mapping
Moving the feet to detect imbalances and movement patterns in the body 

When you observe how feet move (whether stiff and tense 
or elastic and pliant) you actually see how a person exerts 
effort in his muscles, tendons and joints. Motile mapping 
will show you imbalances in movement in your client’s 
body.
Since most of our movements are repetitive and done 
without attention, we tend to reduce the possible range of 
motion of our tendons, muscles, joints and spine, creating 
imbalances.   

motile
mapping

Motile signs of imbalance

Excess effort where 
energy is trapped

     Rigidity

     Inflexibility

     Difficulty to move and stretch  

     Limited range of motion

     Pain with movement 

     Contracted tendons and muscles      

     Stiff, calcified joints

    

     Excessive flexibility 

     Excessive range of motion

     Collapsed areas or foot

     Lack of muscle tone   

     Lack of resistance 

     Pain with movement 

     Overly stretched tendons

Deficient effort where 
energy is lacking
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Balanced feet move without pain or excessive sensitivity; without tension, 
rigidity or laxity; the joints do not creak or collapse. When moved, a balanced 
foot gives stronger and stronger resistance until it reaches its maximum range. 

Movement and pain 

Pain indicates excess and tells you that there is an important imbalance in 
the area you are moving. When you plan how to work with your client, those 
areas will get priority. Even with an overly flexible joint there can be pain in 
movement. The pain will indicate an excess that is present in the deficient
area, which you will then discover more specifically on a tactile level.



     Check for flexibility, range of motion and muscle tone.

     Move bones against one another.

     Move all the joints of the foot.
 
     Move the foot against the leg.
                              
     Use a speed that allows you to check for noises, stiffness or pain.
 
     Check for a wide or limited range of motion. 

 
     

  

  

  

         
       
         
      

map of efforts
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HOW-TO
Motile mappingl2

For practice purposes, some people find it useful to mark outstanding signs on 
a blank foot outline. 

If you choose to do so, use any kind of lines, squiggles, circles or other shapes 
that make sense to you.

In general

In motile mapping, you will be noting areas of imbalance, rather than specific 
points.

As you move each part of the foot and map imbalances, keep in mind the 
corresponding area in the body.



Mapping the specific bands

Step 1 – Toes 

     Start with the fifth toe and work toward the big toe.

     Move the toes back and forth, side to side and circularly – except for the big     
     toe, which should only be moved back and forth.

     Move all the joints separately, when possible.

     Notice if the joints move easily or are stuck or painful.

     Move each toe relative to the foot (lowest toe joint).

     Notice if the toes contract and curl or collapse (general tendency).

Step 2 – Ball of the foot 

     Move the entire area forward and backward.

     Check the muscles and tendons for tension, flexibility and pain.

     Move the lower joint of the big toe against the toe itself and the arch.

     Move all of the bones and joints in the area.

     Move bones and joints separately or against one another.

     Curve the ball of the foot inward and outward, while holding the sides of           
     the foot. 

Step 3 – Arch

     Check mobility by moving both the ball of the foot and the ankle, while           
     holding them firmly. 

     Move the outer edge of the arch against the rest of the arch.

     Twist the inner part of the arch while holding the ball of the foot.

     Twist the inner part of the arch while holding the heel. 

     Move all of the bones in the arch.

     Notice the flexibility, stiffness and strength of the joints.

Step 4 – Heel/Ankle

     Move the foot in circles and back and forth, while holding the ankle in place.

     Flex the foot backward to check the stiffness of the Achilles tendon.

     Extend the foot forward to feel the movement and flexibility of tendons on          
     the top of the ankle.

     Move the ankle around while supporting the ankle bones between each palm. 

     Move the heel in relation to the arch, while holding the arch firmly.
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HOW-TO
Motile mappingl2



  a client or practice partner

  a blank foot outline (optional) 

  list of motile imbalances (p. 05)

  How-to: Motile mapping (p. 07-08)

          motile mapping demonstration, and a mobile device to watch it       

  on while you train (optional)
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TRAINING
Motile mapping

Instructions

Goal

Basic requirements

Map thoroughly through movement and find all of the imbalances in 
movement, in this pair of feet.

  Choose one of the feet.

  Move the foot systematically from toes to heel according to the four        
  steps in the How-to, and observe the motile imbalances.

  Repeat the procedure with the other foot.

  While moving the feet, observe the correlation of areas in the feet with      
  areas in the body, so you train yourself to see the body in the feet.

  Ask your client about any uncomfortable sensations in his body and see     
  if there are any correlations to the motile signs you found.

map of efforts

l2

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-2/#326


Tactile mapping
Using firm, deep touch on the feet to feel for points of imbalance

In this third layer of the map of efforts, you uncover the 
world that lies beneath the surface: what you can feel, but 
not necessarily see. The tissue quality in the feet gives you 
an intimate awareness of the tissue quality in the whole 
body and alerts you to specific points of imbalance. 

tactile 
mapping

Tactile signs of imbalance

Excess effort where 
energy is trapped

     Noticeably warmer areas

     Dry skin

     Hard, tough skin, like a shell  

     Nodules in muscles or tendons

     Hard lumps, crystals or grainy
      tissue, under the skin 

     Rigid muscles and tendons

     Contracted, tense muscles

     Pain and excessive sensitivity 

     Changes in bone texture, extra         
     bone growth (e.g., bunions)    

 10
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     Noticeably colder areas

     Damp skin in certain areas
      (some dampness in arch is balanced)

     Delicate, thin skin in certain areas
      (thin skin in the toes is balanced)

     Lack of tissue   

     Swollen areas 

     Lax muscles and tendons

     Lax, puffy muscles 

        

Deficient effort where 
energy is lacking

map of efforts

Balanced, healthy tissue will feel homogenous, with body and mass, soft but 
not empty. When you apply pressure to healthy tissue, it won’t be painful for 
the client, but pleasant. 

Touch and pain 

When you touch relevant points, your client may feel pain that he is not usually 
aware of. These points show specifically where the body has an intense 
concentration of energy, which when released, can be used to heal itself. 

Sometimes points in the feet can be extremely painful and sensitive, so that 
even a light touch will be unbearable. Such points show an acute imbalance 
with which the body is currently struggling.

Finding the appropriate pressure for every set of feet you encounter is key. 
When checking for points of pain, you want to make sure your client can 
breathe, relax and focus on the pain, without reacting to it.

      Communicate with your client.

      Touch firmly enough to discover the relevant imbalances.

      Avoid touching too gently.

In areas of deficiency we may still find points of pain, which are concentrated 
points of excess in a deficient area.
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HOW-TO
Tactile mappingL2

     Be attentive to the texture of the tissue.

     Feel the texture, temperature and humidity of the skin.

     Use deeper touch to feel for imbalances in the quality and strength of 
     muscles, tendons, ligaments and bones. 

     Use firm touch to sense if an area or point is painful. 

In general

Feet are very strong and can take a lot of pressure, so don’t be 
afraid to touch deeply when mapping.Remember

You can mark outstanding signs on a blank foot outline, using any shapes or 
lines that make sense to you.

In tactile mapping, you
will note specific points 
of imbalance as well as
larger areas.



map of efforts

Some generalities about the four divisions of the foot:

Toes

      very sensitive for most people

      often contain many points of imbalance and pain

      cooler than other areas in the feet

      the skin covers the bone with little “meat”

Ball of the foot

      usually the warmest part of the foot

      often covered with hard, rough skin and demands more pressure to touch            
      deeply

Arch

      much softer than the ball of the foot and the heel

      skin texture is thin and soft

      coldest area in the foot

      sole - deepest areas and points in the foot, with more muscles and meat

      top of the foot - mostly skin and bones

Heel/ ankle

      usually hard and dense

      has a uniform quality

      warm, like the ball of the foot

      needs strong, firm pressure to feel for imbalances           
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HOW-TO
Tactile mappingL2



Mapping the specific bands

Step 1 – Toes 

     Touch all sides of the toes, where they attach to the foot, top and bottom.      

     Use both hands and all the fingers to cover all sides.

     Feel the quality of the skin tissue, on all sides.

     Touch the joints, tendons and muscles.

     Feel the temperature and humidity of the skin.

     Feel the texture of the tissue for emptiness, tiny crystals, graininess or
     swelling.

     Touch any unusual bone growth or calcified joints.

     Check for painful points.

Step 2 – Ball of the foot 

     Use your thumbs to cover the bottom of this area and your fingers to touch    
     the top of the foot.

     Use your fingers to touch the sides.

     Feel the tissue between the bones, top and bottom.

     Feel the quality of the skin, muscles and tendons.

     Check for painful points.      
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HOW-TO
Tactile mappingL2



map of efforts
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HOW-TO
Tactile mappingL2

Step 4 – Heel/Ankle

     Use both thumbs on the bottom of the heel.       

     Stretch the Achilles tendon – push the ball of the foot back with one hand,       
     hold the tendon between your thumb and first two fingers of other hand. 

     Use your fingers on the sides of the heel and ankle bone.

     Cover the ankle area on top of the foot with your fingers.

     Feel the connection of the foot to the leg.

     Feel the quality and tone of the tendons that go down to the toes. 

     Check the tone and tissue quality.

     Check for painful points.

     Check for puffiness, swelling, excess liquids. 

     Check for knots, abnormal bone growth.

     Check for overly-stretched or rigid tendons.

Step 3 – Arch

     Use both thumbs on the arch and the other fingers on the top of the foot.

     Use your fingers and thumbs to cover the inner edge of the arch.

     Feel the tissue between the bones, top and bottom. 

     Feel the quality of muscles and tendons.

     Expose the large tendon by pushing back on the toes and ball of the foot.           

     Check for lumps and nodules.

     Check for areas that are empty.

     Check for dryness or humidity.

     Check for painful points. 



Instructions

Goal

Basic requirements

Map thoroughly through touch and find all the imbalances in touch, in this 
pair of feet.

  a client or practice partner

  a blank foot outline (optional) 

  list of tactile imbalances (p. 10 -11)

  How-to: Tactile mapping (p. 12-15)

          tactile mapping demonstration, and a mobile device to watch it     

  on while you train (optional)  

  Choose one of the feet.

  Touch the foot systematically from toes to heel according to the four      
  steps in the How-to, feeling for imbalances.

  Repeat the procedure with the other foot.

  While touching the feet, observe the correlation of areas in the feet with      
  areas in the body, so you train yourself to see the body in the feet.

  Ask your client about any uncomfortable sensations in his body and see      
  if there are any correlations to the tactile signs you found.
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TRAINING
Tactile  mappingL2

          Continue working with the same client/practice partner for the 
       training exercices in Forms of touch (p.27).

Tip:

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-2/#804


map of efforts

Merging the maps 

All three layers, visual, motile and tactile, merge together 
to give an overview of excess and deficiency of efforts. 
This map of efforts shows the individual’s current state of 
imbalance and will help you decide how to work in a 
focused way, according to that body’s needs. 

merging
 the maps

     Visual and motile signs depict imbalances in larger areas.

     Tactile mapping relates to specific points of imbalance. 

     Tactile and motile layers should be given more weight than visual signs.

     Visual signs function more as pointers, highlighting areas and are only
     relevant if there are also motile and tactile signs in the same area.
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The three layers are a way of observing the same imbalances from different 
angles.

Patterns of imbalance
Experienced in the body

Observed in the feet

Signs of excess 
and deficiency

Visual
Motile
Tactile

3 layers combined
Overview of imbalances

Determine how and 
where to work



Verbal Guidance and Instructions
A systematic way to focus your client’s attention, in order to achieve a state of 
body attention that allows the body to work

Your touch calls the client’s attention to his body. Your 
instructions direct his mind to join it in the moment and 
be aware of being a body. This unifying of body and mind 
enables the body to work well, leads to optimal results and
allows the client to learn something that he can use later in 
everyday life.

verbal
guidance
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     turning it into a discussion

     whispering or mumbling 

     being too loud or demanding

     being vague

     asking too politely all the time

     giving partial sentences

     adding unnecessary words to the sentence

     talking constantly without leaving room for silence

     

Common mistakes: 



Instructions for paying attention 

     Pay attention to your chest (or other area – shoulders, right leg, etc.).

     Pay attention to the warmth in your belly (or other sensation – tingling, pain,             
     flow, heaviness, etc.).

     Feel your legs (or other area). 

     Pay attention around you, from your body, not your mind. 

     Feel the table underneath you, from your body.

Instructions for breathing

     Breathe deeply and slowly.

     Take a full, deep breath into your chest (or other area).

     Breathe fully.

     Breathe continuously to the sides of your ribs.

     Breathe faster and more deeply.

Be sure to instruct people to breathe only to areas where they can actually    
breathe – chest, diaphragm, belly, sides of the ribs, upper back, lower back. 

Instructions for relaxation

     Try to relax your lower back (or other area).

     Let your body be heavy and loose.

     Don’t hold your jaw (or other area).

     Let gravity take your weight.

     Feel the effort you’re making in your forehead (or other area) and let go.

     Try to let go of all the effort in your neck (or other area).

Instructions for silence

     Try to be silent, quiet.

     Let your thoughts pass without getting caught up in them.

     Try to focus your attention only on your body.

     Don’t listen to yourself.

     Just be physical.

verbal guidance
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HOW-TO
Verbal guidance and instructionsL2
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TRAINING
Verbal guidance and instructionsL2

Goal

Basic requirements

Time

Train in directing your client’s attention and focus only on the body’s 

experience.  

  a client or practice partner

  How-to: Verbal guidance and instructions (p. 19)

  How-to: Forms of touch (Workbook 1, p. 15-18; Workbook 2, p. 22-25) 

Instructions

30 minutes

Choose about 10 forms of touch.

Be sure to include forms of touch from this lesson. 

Give instructions that are appropriate for the areas you work on.

Try all types of instructions.

Practice using an appropriate voice.

Ask your client for feedback on the combination of touch and following 
instructions.



verbal guidance

Forms of Touch
The language of touching the feet, including moving them and applying 
pressure, in order to focus the body’s attention on the corresponding areas  

The forms of touch aim to direct attention and energy 
to your client’s body. You will choose them according to
your client’s map of efforts: they increase attention to the 
specific areas of imbalance you find and allow the body to 
release excess effort or energize deficiencies. This supports 
the body’s struggle to rebalance. They are a fundamental 
part of the learning experience.

forms
of touch
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Touch works best when you invest all your attention and 
energy in the touch.Remember
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HOW-TO
Forms of touchL2

22

Focuses on the upper part of the body: upper back, chest, neck and 
shoulders.

Side to side 

 With both hands, hold both sides of the ball  
 of the foot at the widest area of the foot.

 The area of your hands just below your
 fingers is where you make contact with the  
 foot for a good, stable hold.

 Move the sides of the foot, alternating back  
 and forth to twist and rotate the ball of the  
 foot to its maximum limits, making sure not  
 to cause pain. 
 
 While working, your fingers can be either   
 straight or bent.

  It can be done slowly or quickly.

Note: In the specific descriptions for each form of touch, the “external” hand is 
the hand that naturally touches the external side of the client’s foot; the “internal” 
hand is the hand that naturally touches the internal side of the client’s foot.

Focuses on the lower body: lower back, lower belly, pelvis, hips and 
legs.

Shaking the ankle

 With both hands, hold the ankle bones in   
         the middle of your palms, keeping your            
         fingers straight. 

 Slightly raise the foot off the table, to 
 prevent the heel from rubbing against it.

 Move the hands alternately, backward and   
          forward to create a shaking movement.

 It can be performed slowly or quickly.

 If the shaking is painful for the client, stop.

 

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-2/#1965
http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-2/#2076
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Focuses on the upper part of the body: upper back and chest; to 
affect breathing.

HOW-TO
Forms of touch

Following breathing with a fist 

Grab the ball of the foot with both hands - 
thumbs on the sole and fingers resting on 
top of the foot. 

The thumbs are on top of one another. 
 
Use your thumbs and fingers to fold and 
unfold the sides of the foot, forward and 
backward. 

Stretch the top of the foot when your 
thumbs press in and fingers pull sides 
toward you.

Stretch the ball of the foot when your 
fingers press the sides backward and the 
thumbs open outward.

L2

Focuses on the upper part of the body: upper back, chest, neck and 
shoulders.

Opening and closing the ball of the foot 

forms of touch

Place the palm of your internal hand on top 
of the foot to support it.

Hand should be at the height of the ball of 
the foot. 
 
Make a fist with the outer hand and press it 
against the ball of the foot. 

When the client exhales, both hands press 
inward. 

When the client inhales, reduce the pressure, 
without letting go of the foot.

The heel stays in one place and does not 
scrape the table.

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-2/#2222
http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-2/#2357
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HOW-TO
Forms of touchL2

Focuses on the diaphragm, lower chest area, upper belly and 
mid-back and to affect breathing.

Following breathing – ball of the foot/arch

  Place the tips of your thumbs in the center  
          of the foot on the border between the ball   
   of the foot and the arch.

•   Support the foot from the other side with   
           your fingers. 

  While the client exhales, gradually apply     
           pressure to the point.

  While the client inhales, relax the pressure.

  The foot should not move; the heel stays in   
           one place and does not scrape the table.

General touch on the heel/ankle  

Focuses on the lower part of the body, from the lower back and 
lower belly to the pelvis and legs.

Cover the area of the ankle/heel with 
different types of touch and movement.
 
Include locking on points and working on 
them. 

Touch the tissue, tendons and bones.

Your thumbs work on the sole of the foot 
and your fingers on the top side. 

Movement may be fast or slow, gentle or 
strong, deep or shallow, according to the 
area’s needs. 

This form of touch is done on both feet at the same time.

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-2/#2505
http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-2/#2623
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Focuses on the belly area and mid-back. 

General touch on the arch 

  Cover the area of the arch from all sides,  
  mainly on the sole of the foot.
 
   Use all options to touch the tissue,
  tendons and bones with movement and                              
  pressure. (This area is generally more 
           sensitive than the heel.) 

  Use different kinds of touch for this area. 

  Movements may be fast or slow, gentle or              
           strong, deep or shallow.

General touch on the ball of the foot 
 
Focuses on the area of the chest, upper back, shoulders and arms.

HOW-TO
Forms of touchL2

Cover the area of the ball of the foot from 
all sides, top and bottom.

Use all options to touch the tissue, tendons 
and bones with movement and pressure.

Movements may be fast or slow, gentle or 
strong, deep or shallow. 

forms of touch

Feet are very strong and can take a lot of pressure, so don’t be 
afraid to touch deeply when performing the forms of touch.

Remember

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-2/#2709
http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-2/#2827
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TRAINING
How far can you go?L2

Goal

Basic requirements

Instructions

Practice moving feet in order to become comfortable with how far and how 
wide you can go, without worrying about causing discomfort. 

  a client or practice partner

  How-to: Forms of touch (p. 22-25)

  Side to side

  a. Hold the foot as described in How to: Forms of touch (p. 22).

  b. Twist the foot from side to side.

  c. Twist slowly and unless you find resistance or pain, go to the limit of 
      the movement. If there’s pain or discomfort along the way, stop there.

  d. Change speeds and movement sizes to feel all the possibilities.

  Opening and closing the ball of the foot

  a. Grab the ball of the foot with both hands - thumbs on the sole and 
      fingers resting on top of the foot. 

  b. Use your thumbs and fingers to fold the ball of the foot toward  you, 
      do it slowly and to the limit of the movement, if you encounter pain 
      or discomfort, stop there. 

  c. Now do the opposite movement and stretch the sides of the ball of the     
      foot toward the client and feel the limits of the movement. 

  d. Bend the foot, slowly and unless you find resistance or pain, go to the     
      limit of the movement. If there’s pain or discomfort along the way, 
      stop there.

  e. Twist the foot in the other direction as in step a.

  f.  Change speeds and movement size to feel all the possibilities of this     
      movement.

Afterwards, get feedback from your client or training partner about his 
experience, what happened in his body and how he feels.



  a client or practice partner

  How-to: Forms of touch (p. 22-25)

          8 forms of touch, and a mobile device to watch it on while you train 
  (optional) 
 

Practice the eight forms of touch for 2 minutes each, varying the speed:     

   Left foot:

   a. Side to side

   b. Shaking the ankle 

   c. Following the breathing with a fist 

   d. Opening and closing the ball of the foot

   e. General touch on the heel/ankle

   f. General touch on the arch

   g. General touch on the ball of the foot
   
   Right foot: 

   Repeat steps a-g.

   Both feet together:

   h. Following breathing – ball of the foot/arch
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TRAINING
Practicing the forms of touchL2

forms of touch

Goals

Basic requirements

Time

   Practice this lesson’s forms of touch and give your client a taste of what     
   is possible with Footwork.

   Be aware of how the forms of touch relate to the person’s map of efforts.

 

Instructions

30 minutes

http://footworkonline.com/lesson/Lesson-2/#1953
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TRAINING
Practicing the forms of touchL2

Another option for practice:

Add 8 more points (in both feet) that you lock and work on, in the areas
that you saw are imbalanced in the feet and which correlate with the client’s 
story. Work on 2 points together for 2 minutes, which will add 8 minutes to 
your practice session.



forms of touch

Body Attention
A natural state of the body in which it is aware of itself and its surroundings
 

Body attention is a type of awareness that we are usually 
disconnected from, because we are busy in our minds. 
Both client and practitioner need to attain this state of 
attention, since it is necessary to effectively allow the 
body to do its work and achieve wellness.

body
attention

 29
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body attention

Letting the body work 
Allowing a body the freedom to experience and produce a variety of sensations, 
movements and other phenomena as it to breaks free of patterns 

The body “works” all the time, as our bodies try to 
balance and heal naturally without our involvement. By 
using forms of touch and verbal guidance, we aim to 
encourage the body’s natural work in an intensified way.
It is an essential part of the rebalancing of the body.

letting the
 body work

Letting the body work includes a myriad of sensations and differs from 
person to person. As a practitioner you join the client by directing his attention 
to these sensations to deepen his body attention, allowing the body to heal and 
achieve well-being. Here is a partial list of what you might encounter:

hot and cold flashes

feeling of electricity

burst of emotions

sudden awareness of different parts of the body

noises in the belly

shivering and shaking
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body attention

How the body learns 

Since the day you were born, you have used your body’s natural ability to learn. 
Whether you’re learning to sing, hammer a nail, swim or ride a bike, all of it is 
done through the body.

     All learning requires a process of repetition. Once this process is 
     completed, the body can naturally be or do what it has learned, without 
     having to think about it.

     Once a body has learned, it does not forget.

     Footwork uses the same ability we use to learn to swim or ride a bike for 
     lessons of breathing, relaxation, silence and letting the body work.

     The body learns through the experience of being touched on the feet and 
     hearing verbal guidance and instructions that focus the person’s attention.



Optimizing Results
Practical tips and exercises to obtain long-lasting results from your sessions
 

As a practitioner, the more your body attention evolves 
and you relax, breathe and become silent, the more you 
will be able to teach from body-to-body, and create an 
effective partnership with your client. Working with this 
kind of awareness means both you and your client will 
come out of the session healthier and with more energy 
than you went in with; you work together to reinforce 
the body’s ability to heal.

practitioner’s
body 

attention
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optimizing results

Focus your attention during a session by 

      being relaxed in your chair

      letting gravity take your weight

      breathing deeply to expand your upper body

      becoming silent and concentrated on your client’s body

      relaxing your eyes

      becoming aware of your hands and fingers

      resting your feet on the floor

            

body attention
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TRAINING
Practitioner’s body attentionL2

Instructions

Goals

  to pay attention to the effort that you don’t usually feel, and, by noticing    
  it, relax

  to gain the energy released by reducing this extra effort, combined with    
  the energy of breathing

  to learn to relax when you work in order to raise your level of energy           
  when giving sessions      

Watch the exercise in the video one time, and then listen to it again with 
your eyes closed, simply following the instructions. 
After doing it once or twice with the video, you can practice doing it before 
doing a session or any other time.

Exercise: Relaxation 
 
A short, simple exercise to shift attention to your body 
 


